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ABSTRACT

Visitors’ expectations for social interactions in natural recreation area is diverse; for instance, some

seek solitude experience, while others may expect high level of social contacts. Better understanding

of users’ spatial distribution is crucial to provide different desirable social conditions to fulfil users’

needs, which is essential to natural recreation area planning and management. This study aims at

investigating how trail configurational attributes may impact the spatial distribution of visitors in

natural recreation areas, such as urban neighbourhood parks and urban forest parks.

Utilizing space syntax theory, we first developed an approach to measure trail configurational

attributes in natural environment, and then applied the approach to two types of urban parks, i.e., a

neighbourhood park and a forest park. The approach is based on the idea of a stroke-based network,

and defines the boundaries of individual spaces (trails and activity areas) in a convex map as the

actual boundaries of these spaces, i.e., each curving pathway segment is represented with a single

convex space. We then measured visitors’ spatial distribution pattern using gate method and GPS

trackers in two neighbourhood parks and two urban forest parks. The results indicate that pathway

global integration value has a positive significant association with pathway use level in all the four

parks, while pathway control value is also positively associated with trail use level in the two forest

parks.
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These findings could provide direct implications for park design and management. For instance, in

urban neighbourhood parks, we can locate features and facilities, such as display boards and flowers

close to pathways with a high integration value, in order to serve more visitors. In park areas with a

low integration and control value and tend to attract less users, we may arrange safety patrols to

ensure park safety. For users who prefer to enjoy solitude, designers can incorporate peaceful areas

that are connected to trails with low integration and control values, thus creating settings with fewer

visitors and disturbances.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Literature in human experience has acknowledged that human experience has spatial dimensions,

suggesting that certain spatial configurations provide benefits to human experience of outdoor

environment (Thwaites et al., 2007). Theory of space syntax provides valuable tools to examine

configurational characteristics of environment, and their potential influences on people’s activity.

Space syntax theory has been widely used in examining urban environment and people’s movement

(Hillier et al., 1993; Ozer et al., 2007; Baran et al., 2008; Zampieri et al., 2009; Ozbil et al., 2011).

This body of research suggests that the configuration of the urban grid itself is believed to be the main

generator of patterns of movement in urban environment (Hillier et al., 1993; Hillier et al., 2005).

Empirical research has indicated that configurational measurements of urban environment are

correlated with number of leisure walking trips (Baran, Rodríguez, & Khattak, 2008), pedestrian

movement rates (Hillier , Penn, Hanson, Grajewski, & Xu, 1993; Ozer & Kubat, 2007; Zampieri,

Rigatti, & Ugalde, 2009), and route choice (Chang, 2002). Koohsari and his colleagues (2013) have

utilized space syntax approach to quantify access to public open spaces (e.g., parks, playgrounds) and

found that residents who lived in areas in which public open spaces were located along

configurationally less accessible streets engaged in more walking to and within public open spaces.

Similarly, a more recent work has proposed the application of space syntax theory in study of public

open space and physical activity (Koohsari, Kaczynski, McCormack, & Sugiyama, 2014), specifically

emphasizing its potential in examining proximity to open space and street connectivity at

neighbourhood level. However, space syntax approach provides additional opportunities to examine

configurational attributes of park pathways and their role in walking in a park.

Use level is an essential aspect of social condition in a recreation area, which can significantly

influence users' behaviour, experience and satisfaction (Antonio & Monz, 2016; Manning, Valliere,

Minteer, Wang, & Jacobi, 2000; Manning, 2011). Use level is usually heterogeneous across a
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recreation area, with some areas receiving heavy use, while the use of other areas is very light (Lucas,

1980). Understanding spatial distribution of users is essential to predict use level and provide users

with various desirable social conditions, which is crucial to park management, such as infrastructure

planning (Arnberger, 2006; Adam Beeco & Hallo, 2014; Meijles, de Bakker, Groote, & Barske, 2014;

Wolf, Hagenloh, & Croft, 2012). Although the importance of user spatial distribution has been

recognized for a long time (Lucas, 1980), studies in this filed are still lacking (J. Adam Beeco &

Brown, 2013).

To address the knowledge gaps, this study aims at exploring how pathways’ configurational attributes

may relate to visitors’ usage. We first developed an approach to measure park pathways’

configurational attributes based on Space Syntax theory, then we collect data on use level of pathway

segments in two neighbourhood parks and two urban forestry parks by gate method and GPS

equipment. Finally, associations between park pathway configurational attributes and use level were

examined by multiple regression analysis. This study is a part of a large study about how park spatial

attributes may influence visitors’ spatial distributions.The results of the present study could provide

direct implications to park design and management.

2. METHODS

2.1. Study sites

Two neighbourhood parks in Beijing and two urban forest parks in Shanghai were selected as study

sites. The two neighbourhood parks are Rendinghu Park (9.6 ha) and YuetanPark (8.12 ha), and the

two urban forest parks are Gongqing Forest Park (125 ha) and Paotaiwan Wetland and Forest park (53

ha)(Fig.1). The two neighbourhood parks are located in the central districts of the city, are well

maintained and frequently used by surrounding residents. The two forest parks are close to the dense

urban areas, have a large area and with attractive features, such as waterfront, forest sceneries, lawn,

amusement areas and museums.
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Figure 1 plan of the two neighbourhood parks and forest parks

2.2. Methods to analyse configurational attributes of park pathways

In space syntax analyses, axial map and convex map were developed to abstract the configurational

properties of space. According to Hillier and Hanson (1984), space can be considered as string-bead

consequences; the string refers to the extension of space in one dimension, whereas bead means the

extension of space in two dimensions. Therefore, the differences between one system of space and

another is detectable at two levels: 1) differences in the one-and-two dimensional extension of their

space; and 2) relation between these two kinds of extensions. In term of extension in one dimension

and two dimensions, literature proposes the axial line and convex space approaches to abstract

configurational property of spaces. Axial line represents the maximum global or axial extension of a

point in a straight line, while convex space indicates the maximum extension of the point in the

second dimension as well as the first one (Hillier & Hanson, 1984). "Both kinds of extensions can be

objectively represented. An axial map of the open space structure of the settlement will be the least set

of such straight lines that passes through each convex space and makes all axial links. A convex map

will be the least set of fattest spaces that covers the system" (Hillier & Hanson, 1984). The

environment could be viewed as "a collection of visible real surfaces in space" (Benedikt, 1979), and

both two kinds of maps are based on the assumption that visibility is an important factor in

influencing users movements and other experience in the environments (Bafna, 2003; Ratti, 2004;

Wineman & Peponis, 2009).

In this study, we applied modified convex map analysis rather than an axial map analysis. As noted

earlier, visibility within the environment plays an important role in developing axial and conventional

convex maps (Bafna, 2003; Ratti, 2004; Wineman & Peponis, 2009). In building or urban

environment, under most circumstances, visibility leads to spatial accessibility. However, in urban

parks, the natural elements surrounding the pathways do not clearly define the pathway boundaries,

hence visual accessibility does not always imply spatial accessibility; for example we can see across a

water body, but we will not be able to walk through it. This inconsistency brings theoretical

challenges in applying conventional convex map in representing park pathways especially in relation
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to walking behaviour. On the other hand, in order to highlight continuity of direction of movements,

space syntax literature has also proposed a new representation of stroke-based network (Thomson,

2004). Different from a conventional map, a stroke is defined as "a set of one or more arcs in a non-

branching, connected chain” (Thomson, 2004, p. 3). While, in a traditional axial map several axial

lines have to be used to represent a single curving pathway segment, in a stroke-based representation

of a network single "stroke" is used to represent a linear non-branching space, even when the line

(pathway) is curving.

In the present study, to address the visibility and continuity issues identified above, the study areas are

limited to pathways and activity areas (zones), since only within these areas users are provided with

spatial access. Activity areas (zones) are areas within a park that are specifically designed or

commonly used for activity (Bedimo-Rung, Mowen , & Cohen 2005). In addition, following the main

idea of stroke-based network, boundaries of individual spaces (i.e., pathways and activity areas) in the

convex map coincide with the actual boundaries of these spaces, i.e., each curving pathway segment is

represented with a single convex space. In developing the convex maps for the study parks, first we

identified two kinds of individual park spaces, including pathway segments and activity areas, which

were drawn in Auto CAD software. Boundaries between these individual spaces were decided based

on functions of the spaces and their design intentions. Second, using UCL DepthMap software version

10 (developed by Alasdair Turner at University College in London), the individual spaces were

connected based on the accessibility (permeability) among the spaces (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Finally,

the convex maps were then subject to configurational analysis in DepthMap software and the

variables of interest were calculated as defined by Hillier & Hanson (1984).

Figure 2. Convex maps of Rendinghu Park (Left) and Yuetan park (Right)
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Figure 3. Convex maps of Gongqing Forest Park (Top) and Paotaiwan Forest Park (Bottom)

2.3. Measure of park pathway use level

We utilized gate method (Chang, 2002) to observe pathway use level in the two neighbourhood parks.

This method was used to count the number of park users who cross a segment of a pathway at an

imaginary line crossing the pathway space at right angle to the direction of the path (Foltete &

Piombini, 2007). Each observation for each pathway segment lasted for two minutes. During each

observation, the observer stood in the middle of a pathway segment and used digital counters to

record the number of users passing by the “gate.” Rendinghu Park was observed for 24 rounds and

Yuetan Park was observed for 23 rounds. For the two urban forest parks, trail usage data were

collected by GPS trackers (MEITRACK-MT90), which recorded park users’ spatial position (Figure

4 ). The equipment has an error within10 meters, and can connect to satellites within one minute in

outdoor environment. We allocated GPS trackers at the gates with the heaviest use as suggested by

park managers; They were west gate and south gate in Gongqing Forest Park and west gate in

Paotaiwan Forest Park. GPS trackers were distributed with the assistance of three trained graduate

students in rounds. Each tracker was given to a new participant after being returned by the previous

visitor. According to the GPS data, we then calculated the total times each pathway segment was used

by visitors.
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Figure 4. GPS data of five visitors in Gongqing Forest Park

2.4. Measures of pathway configurational attributes

We used global integration and control value to measure the configurational attributes of park

pathways. Integration is an indicator of how easily one can reach a specific space from all other

spaces, and it is a measure of syntactic accessibility. The higher the integration value of a space (i.e.,

higher syntactic accessibility), the lower the number of spaces needed to be traversed to reach that

space. When a visitor randomly walks in a park environment, those pathways that are syntactically

central in the pathway system, are more likely to be used by the visitor. Control value is calculated by

the sum of inverse connectivity values of the immediate neighbours of the space (Jiang & Claramunt,

2002). In practice, control value represents the degree to which a space is important for access in

neighbouring spaces, and a high control value indicates that the space is an important link for

neighbouring spaces (Baran et al., 2008). Therefore we assume that park pathways that have a higher

control value, are used more by visitors.

3. RESULTS
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3.1. Descriptive statistics

For the two neighbourhood parks, in total, we observed 11658 and 4185 visitors in Rendinghu Park

and Yuetan Park, respectively. In Gongqing Forest Park and Paotaiwan Forest Park, 134 and 170

users’ GPS data were complete, and were included in the analysis. According to the GPS data, in total,

the pathways in Gongqing Forest Park and Paotaiwan Forest Park were used 2,815 times and 4,310

times by visitors, respectively (Table 1). The statistics also indicate that compared to Yuetan Park,

pathways in Rendinghu Park have a higher usage, a higher global and a higher control values.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of pathway use level, global integration and control value

Rendinghu park (N = 34)
Minimum Maximum M SD

Number of users observed on each pathway segment 14.00 728.00 342.88 212.72
Global integration .51 1.22 .83 .15
Control value .50 2.45 1.11 .36

Yuetan Park (N = 40)
Number of users 3.00 354.00 104.63 97.02
Global integration .53 1.03 .78 .14
Control value .33 2.20 .97 .41

Gongqing Forest Park (N = 103)
Use level of each pathway segment .00 165.00 27.33 32.27
Global integration .67 1.51 1.03 .20
Control value .40 2.35 1.07 .34

Paotaiwan Forest Park (N = 85)
Use level of each pathway segment .00 318.00 50.71 59.48
Global integration .54 1.27 .88 .17
Control value .42 2.58 1.05 .36

Figure 5. Global integration and control value for Rendinghu Park (Left) and Yuetan Park (Right)
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3.2. Associations of park pathway use level and global integration and control values.

Multiple regression models were used to detect associations between pathway use level and global

integration and control values in the four parks. The results indicate that in all the four parks, pathway

use level is positively associated with global integration value. Moreover, in both urban forest parks,

pathway use level is also positively correlated with control value.

Table 2. Relationships of park pathway use level and global integration and control values.

Rendinghu park (N = 34)
Coef.(B) SE Sig. VIF

Global integration .402 230.555 .018** 1.002
Control value .219 96.093 .184 1.002

Yuetan Park (N = 40)
Global integration .380 94.921 .026** .026
Control .231 39.562 .163 .163

Gongqing Forest Park (N = 103)
Global integration .212 15.429 .028** 1.070
Control value .272 9.025 .005** 1.070

Paotaiwan Forest Park (N = 85)
Global integration .237 36.794 .024** 1.027
Control value .267 16.849 .011** 1.027

Note. *p < 0.05 (2-tailed).

4. Conclusions and Discussions

This study examined the associations between park pathway configurational attributes and visitor use

level, and indicated that park pathways with a higher global integration value were used more by

visitors. In other words, for a given pathway segment, this means that the less the number of pathway

segments needed to reach it from all other pathways (the higher the global integration), the higher the

pathway use level. This finding supports evidence from space syntax research examining user

movement in urban environment. This body of research has demonstrated that streets with higher

global integration value are associated with more walking (Baran et al., 2008; Hillier et al., 1993;

Ozer & Kubat, 2007; Zampieri et al., 2009).

Our results also indicate that in urban forest parks, control value is also positively related to visitor use

level; however, this was not the case in the neighbourhood parks. A pathway segment with a higher

control value has a greater control on accessing neighbouring pathways, as access to any of the

neighbouring pathways requires traversing the pathways segment. Consequently, it is expected that

those pathway segments that provide high control on the permeability of their neighbouring pathways

exhibit more walking. This argument is supported by an extant study, which found that streets with

higher control value exhibited a higher number of leisure walking trips in neighbourhoods, than

streets with lower control value (Baran et al., 2008).
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These findings could provide direct implications to park design and management. For instance, in

urban neighbourhood parks, we can locate features and facilities, such as display board and flowers

close to pathways with a high integration value, in order to serve more visitors. In park areas that have

pathways with a low integration and control values and tend to have less users, we may arrange safety

patrols to ensure the park safety. For users who prefer to enjoy solitude, designers can incorporate

peaceful areas that are connected to trails with low integration and control values, thus creating

settings with fewer visitors and disturbances. Future studies should further explore how to

conceptualize and measure configurational attributes of park environment as well as how other

configurational attributes may influence the distribution of visitors in natural recreational areas, such

as connectivity. Park environment visibility and feature distribution should also be considered in

future study.
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